
 

 KINGSMILL MEN’S GOLF ASSOCIATION 

 

2023 MEMBERSHIP REPORT 

 

Gentlemen, 

 On 17 January 2023, your KMGA Board of Directors conducted an offsite meeting to discuss a 

list of items captured during the 2022 tournament season.  In attendance were Joe Moore (President), 

Don Lisenbee (Vice President), Scott Miner (Treasurer), Paul Larson (Secretary) and Denby Starling 

(Handicap Chairman).  The items we discussed included a number of insightful comments and inputs 

received from membership on how we could improve, which we very much appreciate.  In addition, the 

Board recently met with Savannah Fowler, Kingsmill Conference Services Manager to discuss our 

continued need to manage costs and sustain the delivery of high-quality food and beverage items 

provided in support of our tournaments.  A summary of the items discussed during our offsite meeting is 

provided for your information within this report. 

Highlights: 

✓ Completed an in-depth review of all Association revenue and expenses and developed a spend 
plan for 2023 to ensure that our planned KMGA activities are in alignment with our financial 
goals. 

✓ Standardizing the posting of all KMGA Tournament Scores into GHIN as Competition Scores. 

✓ Changing the way ties are adjudicated in our tournaments to improve fairness and equity in how 
finishing places, awards, Shootout, and East-West points are determined. 

✓ Eliminating the tournament requirement that players select the tees from which the majority of 
their Revision Scores were played, or longer to align with guidance contained within the WHS 
Rules of Handicapping and the USGA Handicap Committee Guide. 

✓ Standardizing the file format for the electronic entry forms used in support of tournament 
registration and payment of entry fees. 

✓ Enhancing communications via Golf Genius by creating a new KMGA Email account to facilitate 
general KMGA communications. 
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Discussion Items: 

I.  Budget:  

The Board conducted a detailed review of all KMGA revenues, expenses, and cash reserves to 

ensure that funds collected and expended in 2022 were done so in accordance with established KMGA 

Policies & Procedures.  This review validated that the hard work undertaken in 2022 to develop a budget 

plan to inform and guide the Board’s decision making to achieve its financial objectives was a success.  

By nominally increasing tournament entry fees and standardizing prize money awarded, the Board was 

able to ensure the financial stability of the KMGA while maintaining the quality and enjoyment of our 

tournaments.  Coming out of the 2022 season the KMGA is in a strong financial position and is actively 

preparing to deliver another year of exciting tournaments.  

II.  Tournament Play: 

 A.  New Tracking of Player Gross Holes-in One and Eagles throughout the Season 

In an effort to identify and recognize member golfing achievements throughout the 2023 

season, the Board in conjunction with the Professional Staff will be tracking gross holes-in-one and 

eagles recorded in all of our KMGA tournaments.  Those players that record one of these rare golfing 

achievements will be given special recognition during our Annual Dinner in January 2024.  We hope to 

have a long list of players to celebrate. 

B.  Posting all KMGA Tournament Scores into GHIN as Competition Scores 

As a matter of policy, all KMGA tournament scores posted to GHIN by the Professional Staff will 

be posted as Competition scores.   Scores posted with a Competition, or “C” designation are not used 

any differently for the purposes of calculating a Handicap Index.  The Competition score designation 

provides a way for our Tournament and Handicap Committees to evaluate if any players perform better 

or worse in competitive versus recreational rounds, which may be used during a handicap review. 

C.  Use of Resort Conference Space to host the post round Social functions for Tournaments 

held at the River and Plantation Courses 

In an effort to enhance the enjoyment of our tournament social functions following play on the 

River and Plantation courses, the Board is planning to hold these gatherings inside the main Resort in 

one of the available conference rooms this season.  We believe this change will enhance the overall 

tournament experience by facilitating improved social gatherings and awards announcements by 

bringing players out of the summer heat and ensuring that seating is available for everyone.  In addition, 

with the number of outside tournaments and guest rounds increasing at the resort, gathering in a more 

private and intimate setting will help us avoid any potential distractions or uncomfortable interactions 

that might occur with resort guests or fellow members moving about the area near the outside 

leaderboard.  

D.  Resolution of Ties in KMGA Tournaments 

 The Board has decided to change the way ties are adjudicated in our events.  Going forward, 

scorecard or other non-playoff tiebreakers will be used only when required to declare a tournament or 
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flight winner, or when a tiebreaker is necessary to determine who will move forward in a multi-round 

event (ex. Saturday President’s Cup 9-hole competitions).  In all other cases, ties below first place will 

stand as scored, finishing positions will be captured accordingly and the players who tie will evenly split 

any cash winnings and/or Shootout/East-West points earned.  This change is intended to improve 

fairness and equity in the tiebreaker process by reducing complexity in event scoring and reducing the 

element of chance inherent in a scorecard playoff, where such factors as starting hole in a shotgun start 

can unevenly impact player performance on tiebreaker holes. 

E.  Discontinue the KMGA Requirement that Competitors must Play the Tees from which the 

Majority of their Revision Scores were played (or Longer) 

The Board, in conjunction with the Professional Staff, engaged in an in-depth discussion over the 

merits of retaining a tee selection requirement that was implemented in 2021 following the introduction 

of the World Handicap System (WHS).  This requirement restricted a player’s tee selection choice to 

those from which the majority of their revision scores were posted, or longer.  This requirement was 

implemented over concern that players might  try to maximize their performance and gain a competitive 

advantage by selecting a set of tees that were shorter than those from which they normally played.   

The tee selection requirement was intended to protect the field, promote fair competition, and 

ensure the spirit of the game was honored, while at the same time maximizing the ability of all KMGA 

members to compete, regardless of skill level.  After three years of experience operating under WHS, 

the Board has determined that this requirement, which is not specified in the Rules of Handicapping, 

USGA Handicap Committee Guidance, or the Rules of Golf, is no longer necessary.  Therefore, it has 

been decided that in all applicable tournaments during the 2023 season, players will be able to select 

from any tee options available for play.  Gold/Green and Green tees will continue to be restricted from 

play in KMGA Tournaments. 

The Board recognizes that relaxing the tee box restriction while continuing to encourage play 

from the majority of our available tee box options opens up the potential that some players may elect to 

play a shorter course in competition than they would play in a normal round.  It remains the KMGA 

Board’s expectation that, in general, players will compete from the same set of tees from which they 

routinely play.  The Tournament Committee remains the final arbiter regarding tee selection for any 

individual tournament.  The Handicap Committee will closely monitor tournament outcomes over the 

course of the season to ensure that our competitions remain fair.  The Handicap Committee reserves 

the option, should the need arise, to review the tournament performance of individual players as 

described in Rule 7 and Appendix A of The Rules of Handicapping.   Additionally, the Board reserves the 

option to reinstate the tee set restrictions should circumstances dictate. 

F.  Standardizing the Software Platform used to Facilitate the delivery of Electronic Fillable 

Entry Forms used for Tournament Registration and Payment of Entry Fees   

In an effort to continue improving the process for electronic registration and associated check-

free payment of entry fees, the KMGA will standardize on PDF file format for all entry forms.  We believe 

this is a logical choice as PDF files are generally supported by a wide variety of platforms, making its use 

across the spectrum of IT devices appealing.  However, the Board understands that some members may 

prefer not to submit forms electronically and we will continue to accept completed hard copy entry 
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forms without checks, so long as they are dropped off in the KMGA box in the men’s lounge of the main 

clubhouse by the entry deadline established for the tournament.  All tournament entry fees will 

continue to be charged to the member’s Kingsmill account. 

III.  Communications   

A. Continued use of Golf Genius as our Platform for delivering KMGA Communications 

The Board will introduce a new Email account that has been set up in Golf Genius (GG) to 

support general communications from the KMGA. Messages from the new GG Email account will come 

to your personal Email account in-box with a header showing “KMGA Communications.”  We will use 

this new account to send out information of a general nature with the hope that we are able to increase 

readership by separating general information from tournament specific information.   

However, you will continue to receive tournament specific GG messaging from our various 

Tournament Chairmen as well as from the Golf Professional Staff supporting our tournaments.   

B. KMGA Information can be found by quickly navigating to the KMGA Landing Page on the  

Kingsmill.com website 

 

Throughout the 2023 season the Board will be working to socialize and increase member use of 
our KMGA website to stay up to date on all things KMGA.  Last year the Board introduced our new 
webpage domain name Kingsmill.com/kmga that is linked to the broader Kingsmill website.  All you 
need to do is type this link into your web browser and then add it as a bookmark.  Once done you will be 
able to quickly access our webpage where you’ll find our By-laws, Policies & Procedures, Member 
Directory, Tournament Entry Forms, Tournaments Results, Shootout and East-West points documents to 
name a few items.  There is a lot more information available on our webpage that will be continuously 
updated throughout the season, so you’ll want to check back frequently to stay up to date on all our 
activities. 

C. Promoting the KMGA by Publicizing our Events in the Club at Kingsmill Weekly Updates 
(flip builder) and the new Inside Kingsmill Monthly Publication 

The Board is committed to promoting and publicizing our KMGA activities, tournament results 
and member accomplishments by placing articles in the Kingsmill Weekly Updates and the monthly 
Inside Kingsmill publication.  These two communication tools are a perfect way to broadly communicate 
and publicize our activities and we believe, a great marketing opportunity to generate interest in our 
Association and our tournaments for those full golf members that haven’t yet come out and 
experienced the fun of a KMGA tournament.    

D. Welcoming New KMGA Members  

The Board will continue to place a focus on welcoming new Kingsmill Full Golf members into the 

KMGA.  The Secretary, working with the Handicap Chairman, has updated our Welcome Letter that 

outlines the Association’s purpose, provides information on our tournaments and other organized 

playing opportunities, provides critical information on the handicap system, and explains how to access 

our KMGA web page. 
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We will continue with our successful “ambassador” program in which your Board members, 
augmented by a small cadre of volunteers, contact new members as they join the Club to propose an in-
person meeting for the purpose of discussing KMGA activities, as well as to help facilitate entry into 
tournaments and weekly games.  We see this as a valuable way to ensure the continued growth and 
vibrancy of the KMGA as we look to the future.  If you meet a new member around the Club, please be 
sure to welcome them and help make them feel part of our community. 

IV.  Miscellaneous: 

A. Meeting with Savanna Fowler, Conference Services Manager, Kingsmill Resort 

On Wednesday, February 8 the Board met with Savannah Fowler to discuss food and beverage 

(F&B) requirements for the upcoming KMGA season to include our Williamsburg Cup and Home and 

Away leagues.  The meeting was informative and collaborative.  Savannah provided a quick reflection of 

her experiences supporting the KMGA in 2022 and assured us that she was committed to working with 

the KMGA to provide the highest quality and variety of F&B items possible, while also doing her best to 

ensure that the associated costs align with our tournament budgets.   

The meeting also allowed the Board to share some of its tournament F&B experiences and to 

explain what worked well and what could be enhanced to ensure another successful KMGA tournament 

season in 2023.  The Board feels the F&B provided throughout the 2022 season represented a significant 

improvement over 2021, and we are confident that 2023 will be another successful year of F&B 

offerings.  

V.  Summary 

In summary, the KMGA Board of Directors is grateful for the input received from fellow 

members and Kingsmill staff during the 2022 season, and we encourage all members to continue sharing 

their views and ideas with us throughout 2023 season.  The items and issues discussed during our off-

site meeting led to some important decisions being made that we believe will improve our operations 

across the spectrum of budgeting, tournament operations, handicapping matters, and perhaps most 

importantly, to the excitement and participation of more members in our KMGA tournaments.  The 

items we discussed have been summarized and presented for your visibility and information in this 

report.   

As President of the KMGA for the 2023 season, I am committed to sustaining the level of 

communications and visibility into the operation of the KMGA that provided last season.  We will 

leverage the GG platform as the vehicle for communicating with you throughout the season. 

My sincere thanks to all of the Board members and our H/C Chairman for helping pull this 

Membership Report together.  All of us on the Board are committed to delivering a great 2023 KMGA 

Tournament season, and hope that if you haven’t played in one of our events in the past, this will be the 

year that you come out a join your fellow members in experiencing the excitement and fellowship 

associated with our tournaments.   

 

Joe Moore 

President, KMGA 


